
 

 

                                

                                              

 

Ref: SK/CHN/2021-22/E015 
July 07, 2021 
 

National Stock Exchange of India Limited 
Capital Market-Listing, Exchange Plaza,  
5th Floor, Plot No. C/1, G Block,Bandra Kurla 
Complex, Bandra East, Mumbai 400 051 

BSE Limited 
25th Floor, Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers, 
Dalal Street, Mumbai 400 001 

EQ- SECURKLOUD – ISIN – INE650K01021 Scrip Code: 512161 – ISIN – INE650K01021 

 
Dear Sir, 
 
Sub: Press release - Healthcare Triangle Inc., (HTI) achieves Google Cloud Affiliate Partner Status 
 
Healthcare Triangle Inc., USA Step-down Subsidiary of SecureKloud Technologies Limited announced 
that it has achieved Google Cloud Affiliate Partner Status on July 07, 2021. 
 
The details of the same is enclosed. 
 
Kindly take the above information on record as compliance with applicable regulations of SEBI LODR 
Regulations, 2015. 
 
Thanking You,  
 
Yours Truly, 
For SecureKloud Technologies Limited 

 
G Sri Vignesh 
Company Secretary 
Membership No: A57475 
 
Encl: Press release 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

                                

                                              

 

Healthcare Triangle achieves Google Cloud Affiliate Status 
Affiliate status recognizes Healthcare Triangle’s technical expertise in cloud operations and 
service management. 

PLEASANTON, California, July 7, 2021— Healthcare Triangle Inc.,(HTI) a leading provider of cloud data 
transformation solutions in life sciences and healthcare, is pleased to announce that it has attained Google 
Cloud Affiliate status based on its success in building, testing and deploying cloud applications on Google’s 
highly scalable and reliable cloud infrastructure. 

For the life sciences and healthcare organizations that Healthcare Triangle serves, Google Cloud Affiliate 
status ensures they have first-hand access to Google Cloud innovations, technologies and services. It also 
facilitates direct access to Google engineers when questions arise, further positioning clients to optimize 
their use of the cloud. 

“We’re excited to deepen the relationship between Healthcare Triangle and Google Cloud through our 
Google Cloud Affiliate status,” says Suresh Venkatachari, CEO of HTI. “This partnership facilitates access to 
the latest cloud computing, storage and application services available through Google Cloud for our clients. 
It provides a solid foundation for cloud-based web, mobile and backend solution combined with the 
demonstrated cloud operations and management expertise for which HTI is well-known.” 

In addition to being an affiliate partner of Google Cloud, HTI is a premier partner of AWS, a gold partner of 
Microsoft Azure, and a work partner of GCP. With HITRUST certification pending, Healthcare Triangle will 
continue to enable top life sciences and healthcare organizations leverage the public cloud to reduce IT 
costs, improve business and clinical outcomes, and accelerate innovation without compromising security 
and compliance. 

About Healthcare Triangle, Inc. (HTI)  

HTI, based in Pleasanton, California., reinforces healthcare progress through breakthrough technology and 
extensive industry knowledge and expertise. We support healthcare organizations—including hospitals 
and health systems and health plans—as well as pharma and life sciences organizations, in their efforts to 
improve health outcomes. HTI enables the rapid adoption of new technologies, data enlightenment, 
business agility, and response to immediate business needs and competitive threats. The highly regulated 
healthcare and life sciences industries rely on HTI for expertise in digital transformation encompassing the 
cloud, security and compliance, data lifecycle management, healthcare interoperability, and clinical and 
business performance optimization. For more information, visit www.HealthcareTriangle.com.  

 
 
 

https://www.healthcaretriangle.com/

